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National architectural magazine now in its fifteenth year, covering period-inspired
design 1700–1950. Commissioned photographs show real homes, inspired by the past
but livable. Historical and interpretive rooms are included; new construction, additions,
and new kitchens and baths take their place along with restoration work. A feature on
furniture appears in every issue. Product coverage is extensive. Experts offer advice for
homeowners and designers on finishing, decorating, and furnishing period homes of
every era. A garden feature, essays, archival material, events and exhibitions, and book
reviews round out the editorial. Many readers claim the beautiful advertising—all of it
design-related, no “lifestyle” ads—is as important to them as the articles.
Returning to Carver hasn been the same since Jesse left, but after almost four years,
Riley Regas has gotten used to it. She picked up the pieces after he broke her heart
and has moved on. Evan has shown Riley how to love again, but when she comes
home for the summer before her senior year of college, Jesse unexpected return
causes everything she worked so hard to put behind her to come rushing back. She
can deny she still feels something for Jesse, but how can she forgive the way he left
her and what about her future with Evan? With her past and present colliding, what life
will she choose and will Riley ever truly find happiness?
Built in the winter of 1839-1840, this house, and the Texas pioneer who inhabited it, are
the central focus of this thoroughly researched and well-written study of Galveston's
merchant elite—Gail Borden, Michel Menard, Thomas McKinney, and others—a
generation of leaders who did much to shape their city and Texas itself.
Little Prudy's Dotty Dimple By Sophie May
From National Book Award–nominated writer Andrea Lee comes Red Island House, a
travel epic that opens a window on the mysterious African island of Madagascar, and
on the dangers of life and love in paradise, as seen through the eyes of a Black
American heroine. “People do mysterious things when they think they have found
paradise,” reflects Shay, the heroine of Red Island House. When Shay, an intrepid
Black American professor, marries Senna, a brash Italian businessman, she doesn’t
imagine that her life’s greatest adventure will carry her far beyond their home in Milan:
to an idyllic stretch of beach in Madagascar where Senna builds a flamboyant vacation
villa. Before she knows it, she becomes the reluctant mistress of a sprawling
household, caught between her privileged American upbringing and her connection to
the continent of her ancestors. So begins Shay’s journey into the heart of a remote
African country. Can she keep her identity and her marriage intact amid the wild beauty
and the lingering colonial sins of this mysterious world that both captivates and destroys
foreigners? A mesmerizing, powerful tale of travel and self-discovery that evokes
Isabella Allende’s House of the Spirits and Chimamanda Ngozie Adichie’s
Americanah, Red Island House showcases an extraordinary literary voice and
gorgeously depicts a lush and unknown world.
Moses is pictured as idealist reformer, and political manipulator as his rise to power and
eventual domination of New York State politics is documented
In the same understated, covetable style as her husband’s interiors, May Vervoordt’s
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recipes bring out the essence of fresh ingredients in simple yet exceptional dishes.
Over the past twenty-five years, Axel and May Vervoordt have cultivated a reputation
for excellence in the fields of art, interior design, and entertaining. In this contemporary
cookbook, May shares 107 seasonal recipes for entertaining in style. With an emphasis
on the essence of individual ingredients and cooking in harmony with the seasons,
May—in typical Vervoordt fashion—demonstrates that simplicity is the ultimate
sophistication. Her dishes are easy to prepare, original, and healthful, and still allow the
home chef time to enjoy the meal with guests. Grouped by season, the recipes offer a
broad selection for all occasions, from Mango and Sweet Potato Salad or SesameTarragon Chicken to Chocolate Fondant Cake with Pear Sorbet. Close-ups of the
recipes are complemented by lifestyle photographs offering a glimpse inside the
elegant Vervoordt residence.
In this “compelling, bighearted, emotionally precise page-turner” (Sunday Times), the
New York Times bestselling writer and acclaimed television host explores the aftermath
of a tragedy on a small-town to illuminate the shame and longing that can flow through
generations—and how the secrets of the heart cannot stay be buried forever. It is 1987
and a small Irish community is preparing for a wedding. The day before the ceremony,
a group of young friends, including the bride and groom, are involved in an accident.
Three survive. Three are killed. The lives of the families are shattered and the rifts
between them ripple throughout the small town. Connor survived, but living among the
angry and the mourning is almost as hard as carrying the shame of having been the
driver. He leaves the only place he knows for another life, taking his secrets with him.
Travelling first to Liverpool, then London, he eventually makes a home—of sorts—for
himself in New York, where he finds shelter and the possibility of forging a new life. But
the secrets—the unspoken longings and regrets that have come to haunt those left
behind—will not be silenced. Before long, Connor will have to confront his past. A
powerful and timely novel of emigration and return, Home Stretch demonstrates
Norton’s keen understanding of the power of stigma and secrecy—and their devastating
effect on ordinary lives.
TV tie-in cookbook for beginners from a much-loved author and presenter The
cookbook that, finally, drives a blunt meat skewer through the burgeoning pseudointellectualism of foodie media, this is a foolproof manual packed with practical
information and delicious recipes for even the most basic of home cooks. After years of
shirking from his culinary duties, James is on a mission to educate himself about the
world of food. In this TV tie-in, he seeks to unpack the mysteries of the industry from
kitchen basics to haute cuisine, covering everything from poaching eggs to preparing
the perfect Sunday roast. Gathering recipes and expert advice from celebrity chefs
along the way, James discovers just what it takes to put together a cracking cookbook,
from recipe testing to photography and everything in between.
"Interior designer Nina Freudenberger, New Yorker writer Sadie Stein, and Architectural
Digest photographer Shade Degges give readers a peek at the private libraries and
bookshelves of passionate readers all over the world, including Larry McMurtry, Silvia
Whitman of Shakespeare and Co., Gay and Nan Talese, and Emma Straub.
Throughout, gorgeous photographs of rooms with rare collections, floor-to-ceiling
shelves, and stacks upon stacks of books inspire readers to live better with their own
collections"--Amazon.com.
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Christ in Our Home is a quarterly Christian devotional that brings you a daily message
of God's amazing grace. Reflections and prayers are based on scripture readings from
Revised Common Lectionary Daily Readings. Each day offers a Bible verse, a personal
commentary or meditation, a suggested prayer concern, and a unique prayer. Enjoyed
by readers for more than 60 years, Christ in Our Home is now available electronically.
Yongshan is taking her son back to Licheng to visit relatives, and to see the town where
she grew up. But when they get there, all she could find were desolate houses. Even
the people on the street seemed not to recognise her. But then, in the rubble of her old
neighbourhood, Yongshan finds something to grab hold of - a memento of the past.
Part of the Storycuts series, this short story was previously published in the collection
Madwoman on the Bridge.

From the authors of Farmstead Chef, the authoritative guide for launching a
successful home-based food enterprise, from idea and recipe to final product.
From farm-to-fork and “Buy Local” to slow food and hand-made artisan breads,
more people than ever are demanding real food made with real ingredients by
real people. Widely known as “cottage food legislation,” over forty-two states
and many Canadian provinces have enacted recent legislation that encourages
home cooks to create and sell a variety of “non-hazardous” food items, often
defined as those that are high-acid, like pickles, or low moisture, like breads or
cookies. Finally, “homemade” and “fresh from the oven” on the package can
mean exactly what it says. Homemade for Sale is the first authoritative guide to
conceiving and launching your own home-based food start-up. Packed with
profiles of successful cottage food entrepreneurs, this comprehensive and
accessible resource covers everything you need to get cooking for your
customers, creating items that by their very nature are specialized and unique.
Topics covered include: Product development and testing Marketing and
developing your niche Structuring your business and planning for the future
Managing liability, risk, and government regulations You can join a growing
movement of entrepreneurs starting small food businesses from their home. No
capital needed, just good recipes, enthusiasm, and commitment, plus enough
know-how to turn fresh ingredients into sought-after treats for your local
community. Everything required is probably already in your home kitchen. Best of
all, you can start tomorrow! Praise for Homemade for Sale “Revive local
economies and create jobs. Add value instead of selling commodities. Rebuild
regional food systems. Diversify production on the landscape. Capitalize the
infrastructure for a sane and healthy diet. And yet, there is no switch to flip: we
have to start-small, learn the lessons, and grow this sector ourselves.
Homemade for Sale is the perfect start.” —Severine von Tscharner Fleming,
director, Greenhorns; and co-founder, Farm Hack and National Young Farmers
Coalition "We are in a golden age for local, artisanal culinary products. But the
food industry can be particularly challenging for startup businesses. Homemade
for Sale is a valuable resource to help culinary entrepreneurs understand what
lies ahead so they can more easily navigate their journey of turning their passion
into a livelihood.” —Gregory Heller, author, U.S. Kitchen Incubators: An Industry
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A Lioness tale: Kumani is in search of better living arrangements because she
does not like living in the African wild and doing what normal lions and lionesses
do. In her mind, she is a queen and she wants to be treated as such. She longs
to move away from all the danger, which includes hunting and fighting. In her
desire to want better, she takes off in search of a regal place.
A Home by Any Other Name Would Smell as Sweet From the “Martha Stewart of
inspired living” comes a collection of warm words and welcoming colors to make
you feel right at home. Haven, home, or house. Whether it’s a special place, a
feeling, or a person—rest assured, there’s no place like home. What is a home?
To author Mary Anne Radmacher, it is much more than an address. It is a refuge,
a creative incubator, a celebration of story and joy. In May Your Walls Know Joy,
find aphorisms and illustrations to redefine and reaffirm your idea of home. Home
is where the heart is. Made for those who have moved in and moved out, felt
homesickness and homecoming, sighed “home sweet home” and yelled
“welcome home,” May Your Walls Know Joy is for the reader who’s coming
home. Gathered under one roof, Mary Anne combines caring aphorisms,
blessings for the home, and charming four-color artwork. If you’re looking for the
perfect housewarming gift or house blessing, and enjoyed books like Catholic
Household Blessings and Prayers, House Blessings, or Being Home, then you’ll
love May Your Walls Know Joy.
A step-by-step guide to identifying the causes of and eliminating indoor air
pollution offers an easy-to-use approach that details health problems caused or
worsened by airborne contaminants; provides detailed instructions for
diagnosing, addressing, and monitoring problems; and includes tips on choosing
a professional to solve a problem. Original.
Ranging from suggestions for the care of musical instruments to maintaining
home safety, a celebration of and guide to the finer points of home-keeping offers
a contemporary, creative, and positive take on a traditional subject
Dotty Dimple At Home by Sophie May. One of the greatest classics of literary
fiction, now available in high quality.
From the experts at Jarden Home Brands, makers of Ball canning products,
comes the first truly comprehensive canning guide created for today's home
cooks. This modern handbook boasts more than 200 brand new recipes ranging
from jams and jellies to jerkies, pickles, salsas, and more. Organized by
technique, The All New Ball Book of Canning and Preserving covers water bath
and pressure canning, pickling, fermenting, freezing, dehydrating, and smoking.
Straightforward instructions and step-by-step photos ensure success for
beginners, while practiced home canners will find more advanced methods and
inspiring ingredient twists. Tested for quality and safety, recipes range from muchloved classics—Tart Lemon Jelly, Tomato-Herb Jam, Ploughman's Pickles—to
fresh flavors such as Asian Pear Kimchi, Smoked Maple-Juniper Bacon, and
homemade Kombucha. Make the most of your preserves with delicious dishes
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including Crab Cakes garnished with Eastern Shore Corn Relish and traditional
Strawberry-Rhubarb Hand Pies. Special sidebars highlight seasonal fruits and
vegetables, while handy charts cover processing times, temperatures, and recipe
formulas for fast preparation. Lushly illustrated with color photographs, The All
New Ball Book of Canning and Preserving is a classic in the making for a new
generation of home cooks.
The surprising, often fiercely feminist, always fascinating, yet barely known,
history of home economics. The term “home economics” may conjure traumatic
memories of lopsided hand-sewn pillows or sunken muffins. But common
conception obscures the story of the revolutionary science of better living. The
field exploded opportunities for women in the twentieth century by reducing
domestic work and providing jobs as professors, engineers, chemists, and
businesspeople. And it has something to teach us today. In the surprising, often
fiercely feminist and always fascinating The Secret History of Home Economics,
Danielle Dreilinger traces the field’s history from Black colleges to Eleanor
Roosevelt to Okinawa, from a Betty Crocker brigade to DIY techies. These
women—and they were mostly women—became chemists and marketers, studied
nutrition, health, and exercise, tested parachutes, created astronaut food, and
took bold steps in childhood development and education. Home economics
followed the currents of American culture even as it shaped them. Dreilinger
brings forward the racism within the movement along with the strides taken by
women of color who were influential leaders and innovators. She also looks at
the personal lives of home economics’ women, as they chose to be single, share
lives with other women, or try for egalitarian marriages. This groundbreaking and
engaging history restores a denigrated subject to its rightful importance, as it
reminds us that everyone should learn how to cook a meal, balance their
account, and fight for a better world.
Make your own personalized cookbook! Organize your most cherished and
memorable recipes in this easy-to-fill recipe journal. Keep all your favorite recipes
in this stylish blank cookbook organizer which include: A recipe index to easily
find your recipe page and each recipe's category such as appetizers, breakfast,
lunch, main entrees, soups, and salads, sides and condiments, desserts, and
drinks. 120 recipe pages to write your favorite with an easy to use format that
include lots of space to jot down the ingredients, the directions, the serving size,
the preparation time, the cooking time and the oven temperature. You can even
rate your recipe to know how good it was. Space to write down where you got the
recipe from and space to jot down some notes at the end of each recipe. You'll
also find at the end of the journal an appendix with measurement equivalents,
practical ingredient substitution suggestions, and more. Measures 8 inches wide
by 10 inches high. This blank recipe journal is ideal to conceive and share your
best family recipes and makes a wonderful gift for friends and family for any
occasion. Start your own custom cookbook today! Scroll back up and order your
copy now!
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Eager to find a new life and, hopefully, true love, Lauren Celeste Newman moves
from California for a new beginning in Cape May, New Jersey. The move quickly
becomes her worst nightmare...a haunted mansion. Afraid of haunting's in her
new home, Lauren is drawn to Hank, who is everything she has ever wanted. He
is tall, dark, captivatingly handsome, filthy rich, and a genuine gentleman.
Meanwhile, after meeting Lauren, Hank's hopes for a true and deep kind of love
emerge. But he has a long, dark secret. Will Hank risk telling Lauren of his true
identity, that he is actually Sir Hendrick Scott Saylor, a 16th century explorer?
Nothing is as it appears to be in this epic, paranormal love story. See if desires
can become a reality.
"Presents information on how to discuss spiritual matters with someone who is
terminally ill. Addresses end-of-life issues, including physical and emotional
aspects, as well as grief and loss"--Provided by publisher.
Get to know Yi and Everest in this sweet 8x8 storybook inspired by DreamWorks
Animation’s latest film, Abominable, sure to melt hearts everywhere! This
storybook includes real postcards you can mail! Abominable roars into theaters
on September 27, 2019?! When Yi stumbles upon a scared yeti hiding on her
roof, she knows exactly what to do…she has to help him make the journey home.
But for Everest the yeti, home is 3,000 miles away in the Himalayan mountains.
It’s going to be a long journey, but one that will teach both of them the true
meaning of home—and friendship. © 2019 Universal Studios and Shanghai Pearl
Studio Film and Television Technology Co. All Rights Reserved.
Full of cheek and charm, these authentic acquaintance cards are how people
broke the ice (and got lucky) around the turn of the century. Use them today (or
tonight) to find love. Culled from the collection of Alan Mays, the internet's most
prolific collector of antique acquaintance cards, comes this set of forty-eight
flirtation cards (twenty-four unique designs, each printed twice) to tear out and
give as a valentine, joke, or token of affection (or to keep for a laugh). These
cards are the perfect sweet-but-not-saccharine gift for Valentine's Day,
anniversaries, and dates.
This is a book for anyone looking for practical solutions to the ruins of broken
homes. It is a book every parent should read. May I Call You Dad demonstrates
the difference one person can make in the life of a child.
Ferris Bueller’s Day Off meets Nick and Norah’s Infinite Playlist in this romp
through the city that never sleeps from the New York Times bestselling author of
Since You’ve Been Gone. Two girls. One night. Zero phones. Kat and
Stevie—best friends, theater kids, polar opposites—have snuck away from the
suburbs to spend a night in New York City. They have it all planned out. They’ll
see a play, eat at the city’s hottest restaurant, and have the best. Night. Ever.
What could go wrong? Well. Kind of a lot? They’re barely off the train before
they’re dealing with destroyed phones, family drama, and unexpected
Pomeranians. Over the next few hours, they’ll have to grapple with old flames,
terrible theater, and unhelpful cab drivers. But there are also cute boys to kiss,
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parties to crash, dry cleaning to deliver (don’t ask), and the world’s best
museum to explore. Over the course of a wild night, both Kat and Stevie will get a
wake-up call about their friendship, their choices…and finally discover what they
really want for their future. That is, assuming they can make it to Grand Central
before the clock strikes midnight.
Newbery Honor Book! A gorgeously written, hopeful middle grade novel in verse
about a young girl who must leave Syria to move to the United States, perfect for
fans of Jason Reynolds and Aisha Saeed. Jude never thought she’d be leaving
her beloved older brother and father behind, all the way across the ocean in
Syria. But when things in her hometown start becoming volatile, Jude and her
mother are sent to live in Cincinnati with relatives. At first, everything in America
seems too fast and too loud. The American movies that Jude has always loved
haven’t quite prepared her for starting school in the US—and her new label of
“Middle Eastern,” an identity she’s never known before. But this life also brings
unexpected surprises—there are new friends, a whole new family, and a school
musical that Jude might just try out for. Maybe America, too, is a place where
Jude can be seen as she really is. This lyrical, life-affirming story is about losing
and finding home and, most importantly, finding yourself.
"A 22-volume, highly illustrated, A-Z general encyclopedia for all ages, featuring
sections on how to use World Book, other research aids, pronunciation key, a
student guide to better writing, speaking, and research skills, and comprehensive
index"-Walking a companion home is an old-fashioned custom, often lost in our modern
era. But there was a time when walking someone home was a way of offering
protection and guidance. Joyce Hutchison and Joyce Rupp capture the spirit of
that personal companionship for those who accompany the dying on their final
journey. Whether family members, friends, chaplains, or health care workers,
caregivers will find here much inspiration and support for their ministry.
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